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ABSTRACT
Development of an Art Curriculum that Best Prepares Students for Careers inthe Visual
Arts by Conducting Interviews with Professional Artists and Designers.
David James Willits
May 22,2009
Leadership Application Project (EDC 585
The purpose of this study is to examine ways to best prepare students in an art curriculum
at a high school level who wish to go on to pursue a career as a professional artist or
designer. In this study I have interviewed eleven professional artists and designers. I
asked them a series of questions regarding the types of subjects that, based upon their
experience, they would recommend be taught at that level. I have atrso asked them to
identifu those things that they feel teachers could do to encourage students to consider art
or design as a career.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Overview
While preparing an art curriculum for my classes, one of the puzzling questions I found
myself faced with was what subjects should be covered in high school level art classes
that would best prepare students who are interested in pursuing art or design as a
professional career. While researching this questioq I found a great deal written on how
to teach individual concepts and what strategies to use when teaching students how to
work with ditTerent kinds of medium. However, I found little that gave an overview of
what a quality high school art education should look like and what components it should
contain. This was particularly true if one is concerned with directing students who are
interested in pursuing art as a career.
I also found a great deal of material written by business professionals lamenting the fact
that today's marketplace is in need of talented artists and designers. It seemed to me that
there was a lack of communication between these two 
-the art educator and those who
employ artists.
In many schools, art education is taught as an elective or extra-curricular activity.
Electives are typically viewed as valuable at some level, but definitely not on par with
those "core" subjects such as math, science and English for preparing students for
successful futures. For many education professionals, art may be viewed as a luxury 
- 
a
subject whose purpose was to enlighten us and raise our cultural awareness and
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standards. Art is often not, however, viewed as a preparatory subject for a future career or
as a foundation to provide those necessary skills students would need to succeed (Berrett,
1997).In 2009 the State of Minnesota is proposing cutting over SAyo of the funding to its
only arts dedicated high school and converting it to a charter school (Kessler, year). In
reality, the career opportunities for artists have steadily increased over the past decades
and with these opportunities, the demand for talented artists has risen. Today, businesses
search extensively to acquire creative talent in visual arts to make their businesses more
competitive (Pink, 2005).
Scholars are concerned that by holding to an outdated definition of the role of art
education (that art is a luxury), our schools are failing to provide the necessary skills that
students will need to excel in art and design schools and to prepare for possible careers in
the visual arts (Berrett, 1997). Too often, art teachers are faced with diminishing hudgets
and a lack of support from school officials as well as the public sector. In addition, there
are few guidelines specifuing what constitutes a quality art education or what those
necessary skills are that the commercial art world needs (Gude, 2007).
Rationale for Thi.s Srudy
Before delving into the findings of this research project, I find it important to review the
history which led me to consider this research topic, that being how best to create an art
curriculum that would include those elements that best prepare students who are
interested in pursuing a career in the visual arts. I asked seven art teachers from grades K
through 12, what impact, if any, No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and the resulting
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Minnesota State Standards in Visual Arts, has had on their classes and on their curricula.
I asked if they have had to add material or remove material from their curricula and if
they have found the standards in visual arts to be at all burdensome or difficult to
incorporate in their classes.
Without exceptiorr, not a single teacher reported having changed their curricula as a result
of the State standards. None of the teachers I spoke to had anything negative to say about
the standards. Their general consensus, however, was that the standards were so general
and non-specific, that, in the words of one teacher, "If anyone is doing a good job of
teaching art, they will already be covering everything that the standards require."
Much of what the Minnesata State Stondords in Mucation: Visual Arts requires is for
students demonstrate an understanding of art related vocabulary. Those being the
elements of design such as line, shape, direction, size, texture, color and value, and the
principles of design such as balance, gradation, repetition or rhythm, contrast, harmony
dominance and utility (Lovett, 2008). In addition, the State standards give a general
overview of what att education in high school should look like. The standards read:
Students entering the high school level should have the ability to refine their
artistic choices to communicate artistic intent and meet specific criteria. They
should also possess a skill level with various media that allows them to create
specific effects related to the artistic intent and criteria. In addition, they should
understand the effects ofthe elements ofvisual arts and principles of design in
terms of expressive qualities, both in creating their own art and in the study ofthe
artwork of others, They should be able to analyze, interpret and evaluate works of
art from different cultures, historical periods and styles with consideration of the
socia[ context.
J
The focus of student learning during high school is on developing an
understanding of general aesthetic principles and the historical development of
artistic ideas and creations with the work of other artists.
Student creations at this level involve more demanding media and address more
complex visual problems. While studying how art relates to the people of various
cultures and time periods, students learning should focus on specific styles and
artist as well as art history concepts (Minnesota Department of Education, 2008)
Of the seven art teachers with whom I spoke, none could find fault with the Minnesota
standards in art education" I was however Ieft with the question "What do the standards
actually recommend be taught?" Suggesting that sfudents be "involved in more
demanding media and address more complex visual problems" (Minnesota Department of
Education, 2008) does not address what those demanding media and complex visual
problems might be. Teachers said that standards allowed them the freedom to develop
their own curricula but it left me asking what a good and demanding curriculum should
include and how best to develop such a curriculum for my own art classes and
particularly for those students who show an interest in pursuing a career in art or design.
Importance of Study
The significance of failing to provide an adequate art education to students who are
interested in pursuing art and design as a professional career option are two-fold. First,
our economy as a whole suffers from the lack of artistic creative talent on which it
increasingly depends (Pink, 2005). Second, by failing to provide students with the art
skills they need to succeed in these industries as well as the encouragement they need to
pursue a visual arts career, we deny many promising students the opportunity to pursue a
rewarding career in the visual arts (Ulbricht, 2001).
4
Pttrpose of Study
By interviewing professional artists in a variety of visual arts fields and collecting their
input, it is my intention to develop an art curriculum outline based on their input that
stresses those skills professional artists and designers would most hope students should
master. In the spirit of leadership, I would hope that such a curriculum outline could be
presented to other art educators and that I might actively participate in facilitating these
ideas into a school's art department curriculum.
-5
Chapter Two
Literature Review
Overview
We live in a visual culture filled with images that reflect and define the world around us.
Visual culture is a concept that acknowledges the fact that we live in a world where
visual media is a dominant influence on our live and the way we understand the world.
These influences include, but are not limited to print media and graphic design,
television, film, video, computer interfaces and software design, internet/web, digital
media, advertising in all media, fine arts and photography, fashion, architecture and urban
design (\\ienger, 2009).
We are awash in visual information. Because of this, it is important for students studying
the visual arts to understand this visrral culture and develop the tools to identifii, critique
and assess it. For many students who wish to go on to build careers in art and design and
become active participants in this visual culture, it is important to master the knowledge
to understand and identifu our visual culture as well as master the skills that will enable
them to engage in our culture and make them competitive in our world.
In this literature review, I will examine research conducted by educators and scholars
who have studied America's visual culture and how it impacts our lives. I will look at
ways that some art educators have framed art in terms of visual culture to their students. I
will also look at ideas many educators have for preparing teachers to develop
comprehensive curricula for their classes. Finally, I will present research on effective
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techniques educators have developed to introduce art and design concepts to students in a
way that will best prepare them to engage professionally in our American visual culture.
Visusl Culture
Art, by its simplest definition, is a form of communication. Throughout history artists
have used many forms of media to communicate ideas, philosophies, stories and beliefs
to their audience. For many ancients, images of art were imbued with magical properties.
They provided people with the power to influence their world as well as to teach and
guide people (Campbell, 1988) As cultures changed, so did the art associated with them.
Through that art we have a recorded history of their culture.
Art expresses a people's spiritual, philosophical, social and political ideas and identities.
It speaks a language based on the collective assumptions of a culture (Krug, 2003). Krug
refers to the collective artistic expressions of any group of people as their symbolic
culture. "To interpret images is to examine the assumptions that we and others bring to
them, and decode the visual language that they speak" (Schiller,1973, p l6) "Symbolic
culture is entangled in a complex web of meaning and values that include aspects of
language, culture and socio-historical references, processes of sense perceptions and
cognition, and a politics of display" (Krug, 2003 p. 16).
This symbolic culture is more often referred to as our visual culture. Visual culture is so
much a social phenomenon that a study of it is, in part, a study of societal issues.
"Everyone in society is affected by the ubiquitous nature of design because it is the
material evidence of our lives" (Yelavich, 1997 , p. 45) Each designed item is a narrative
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about the culture from which it evolved, about the person who produced it and the values
and practices of both. We need clothing, shelter and food to survive but we create
"families, sornmunities and civilizations by imbuing these basic requirements with
meaning" (Yelavich, 1997 p.45). Visual culture is an "innate facility apparent in
humankind" (Vande Zande,2007 p. 45). This is reflected visually in our communities
and our civilization. "Human beings are influenced by design every day through
continuous contact with functional form in and through visual sulture" (Yelavich, 1997 p
4s)
How is Visual Culture Framed
Culture is one of the most complex words in human language (V/illiams, I 977). When
looking at the implications of visual culture it becomes important first to define culture as
we understand it. n. Ikug (1998, as cited in Krug 2003) compiled the following cultural
attributes to help frame a clearer understanding what culture is:
e Members of a particular group share culture. A social group is not a culture in and
of itself (Bullivant, I 997)"
. Culture is dynamic. Change and continuity are expressed through many forms
(McFree & Degree, 1980).
o Culture is adaptive to changes through social, semantic, spiritual and physical
environments (Alland, 1995)
. Culture is learned through enculturation 
- 
living it, and socialization as well as
formal instruction (Stuhr, 1994).
I
I Culture is represented materially through a person's interests, satisfactions,
practices and values (Krug, 1998).
Visual Culture and the Clsssroom
It is important for art students to develop the critical tools needed to identifu, analyze and
interpret the visual or symbolic culture in which we live (Freedman, 2003). One of the
challenges faced by art teachers today is how to bring our American visual culture into
the classroom. Culture has often been defined as high and low distinctions of taste. There
are those who see only the highest or most classical forms of art as the ideals to which
educators should strive to bring to our students. "Fine arts were deemed the central core
of the visual arts curriculunr, and indeed, there have been times in the history of art
education when fine art was offered as the social remedy protecting the young from the
less savory influences ofthe popular culture" (Tavin, 2005, p. l3).Many have pointed to
trends in technology, the predominant capitalism of our society and the mass media as
initiating negative social effects on our visual culture (Baudrillard, 1983; Harvey, 1989).
However, there are those who argue that important values of art are found in our
American visual culture and that visual arts, even popular visual arts, are not inherently
good or bad any more that math, science or social studies (Freedman, 2003). "The great
power of the visual arts is their ability to have various, profound effects on our lives, but
it is important for students to understand that this power can make art manipulative,
colonizing and disenfranchising, Visual culture that is considered good for one group
may hurt others and the complexities of this relationship needs to be considered as part of
the educational experience of our students" (Freedman, 2003, p.38). Because of this,
I
students need to understand that their visual art creations can have positive and negative
impacts on fellow students or on others who view them (Freedman, 2003, p. 38).
Freedman points out that the art curricula of most schools devote little time to
understanding the power of art as a form of social commentary and the ways we are
influenced by it. "An important part of teaching visual culture is to provide opportunities
for students to make visual statements of various kinds. Students should investigate ideas
by creating visual statements about issues that are important to them, including issues that
relate to the visual culture they see in daily life" (Freedman, 2003, p.38).
Unfortunately, the curricula in most schools often emphasize a preoccupation with form
and media removed from content, context and theory. "The focus on so-called
fundamentals of art tends to separate student knowledge and experiences of art from
understandings of cultural production and the material conditions of life" (Freedman,
2A03, p.38) Freedman was concerned that by not encouraging students to question and
engage in active critique of contemporary culture, "teachers are actually propagating
cultural elitism and everq if subtly, mandating morals" (Efland, Freedman & Stuhr, 20A4
p. 815). This is why students should be encouraged to explore popular culture rather than
having conventional ideas mandated to them. Herrmann (2005) said, "Questioning and
exploration should be encouraged rather than the adherence to a particular idea or moral
stand" (p.41-46) where students are told what to express and instructed how to construct
this expression.
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The Traditional Role of Art Foundations in Education
Tavin, Kushins & Elniski (2007) stated that it is a common practice of nearly all art
schools to focus on art foundations as the bases of their art curricula. In such an
educational setting, art curricula are organized around art forms and materials in a setting
where "students are expected to make art that highlights the presentation and application
of the visual elements: line, shape, color, texturg mass, volume, and pattern" (Tavin,
Kushins & Elniski 200?, p. 197). Inspiration forthis foundations approach to art
education is commonly attributed to the German Bauhaus School of Art and Design
during the period from 1919 to 1933 (Whitford, 1994). "Every student now pursuing a
foundation course at an art school has the Bauhaus to thank for it" (Whitford, 1994, p.
l3). The foundation approach to art provides schools with a set of art education standards
that are attractive in our current educational climate with its focus on standardized
education. "Foundation classes in art tend to treat lessons as means to an end, and
knowledge as taxonomic" (Dockery & Quinn,2006 p. 39).
Challenges to the Traditionol Role of Art Foundotions
There are those within the teaching community who would take issue with the
conventional foundations approach to art education "The foundations idea, in its present
most common forrn, is poorly suited to the challenges of training critical contemporary
artists" (Jackson, 1997 p. 34). Jackson proposed that art programs should devetop and
nurture "critical creative intelligence" (Jackson,1997 p. 34).Moss (2000) argues along
the same vein when he says that art educators should develop curriculum that "reveals the
complexities of art's relationship to social change; make primary what is most
Augsburg College Ubrary
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contentious and contradictory about teaching art" {Moss, 2000 p 6) and that art teachers
should seek to develop curricula that consider a student's varied experiences through
contemporary culture (Duncum, 2006; Tavin, 2003).
Bringrng Relevance to Art Education Through i'isaal Culture
For many art educators, this desire to introduce contemporary culture to their students
means encouraglng them to use their art to explore important ideas that are related to
their own lives and the lives of others, by using art making processes similar to those of
professional artists (Walker, 2001). Roberts (2005) encourages art teachers to model art-
making problems around big ideas such as important interdisciplinary human issues and
ideas. "Student artists should be encouraged to make personal connections with these big
ideas and explorations of these issues should become the bases of their art" (Roberts,
2003 p. 40). By helping students to make such connections, teachers can engage students
both intellectually and intuitively in art production (Roberts, 2003). Roberts and others
champion the idea that students must make personal connections in order for learning to
occur. By allowing art to be a reflection of their personal and cultural experiences,
students are motivated to deepen their knowledge and heighten their skills in visual arts
and in the medium of their work. With this focus on relevant content, sfudents establish
personal connections and create meaningful artwork they consider to be successful
(Roberts, 2005).
According to Roberts, art classes should not be simply technical workshops where
students learn about skills and tools that they may someday use in meaningful ways.
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"Students should be engaged in the same types of activities as real artists" (Roberts, 2005
p. 40). Therefore, in order for art to have relevance to the student artist, art making must
have personal relevance to the artist. Because of this, a student's visual culture must be
incorporated into their learning curriculum (Roberts, 2005 p. 40). Robert believes in
encouraging students to incorporate big ideas into their art making leads students to
tackle problem solving. He believes that sfudents should ask themselves some of the
following questions. What are the issues in my life? What are the issues facing my
community? How do these problems, both big and small, relate to art and design? How
do they influence architecture, public space, public art, fashioq entertainment and a host
of other areas that affect my life? These are the kinds of questions that Roberts and other
art educators believe that art education should address.
Introducing Desigru into the Classroom
There are many in the art education community who stress the importance of studying
functional design. They feel that the study of functional design is especially significant as
visual culture becomes more important in art education (Mahlmann, 1994). According to
Vande Zande (2007), design education falls into four categories: communication, objects,
environments and interactive design. (Vande Zande, 2007). Communication design
includes graphic design and information-related images such as magazines, web sites,
film packaging and advertising. Object design includes household objects, clothing,
furniture, automotive designs as well as the design of other physical objects.
Environmental design includes architecture, landscape design, interior design and urban
planning. Interactive design includes occasions in which the user interacts with or
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experiences an event such as theme parks, festivals and carnivals, as well as video and
computer games. (Vande Zande, 2007).
Fl'hat Teachers can do to Intrduce Design into the Classraom
Designing as a career requires skills that must be learned and practiced (Lawson,1997).
As we have seen from Roberts (2005), a large part of design skill involves recognizing
problems and developing workable visual solutions to them (Roberts, 2003). According
to Marschalek (2005) part of that problem solving exercise requires that students develop
a critical eye for good design and bad design.
The everyday objects we view, purchase and use are designed by artists and
designers. Some are well designed, others are poorly designed and many are in-
between. Teachers need to develop learning strategies that enable their students to
understand how design is part of their lives, how it influences their decision
making and how it could become their livelihood" (Marschalek, 2005 p. 46).
Marschalek described a five-step strategy to encourage teachers to engage students in a
substantive curriculum. They are:
. Read and Look: Teachers should read about desigrq understand what it is, and see
design as a unique vocabulary. They should take advantage of the resources
available through local museums and designers in their communities.
o Collect: Teachers should collect examples of good design by acquiring objects as
well as photos to use as instructional tools.
t4
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Compare and Analyze: Students should be familiar with contemporary design
movements and schools of thought.
Critique. Teachers should engage their students to critique the designs and visual
elements that they encounter in their everyday life.
Design: Student should be actively engaged in creative problem solving,
application of design process and object making. " (Marschalek, 2005 p. 46-52)
"Teachers should formulate sfudio design experiences, courses and curricula that require
the application of design knowledge to real world problems and needs" (Marschalek,
2005 p, 46) For Marschalek, the classroom experience has the potential to be so much
more than a purely academic pursuit. [t can be used to simulate the real world, giving
students a feel for what it means to be a professional designer or artist working on real
problems with real-world applications.
Conclusion of Litersture Review
The literature reviewed for this study points to the conclusion that art is communication
and, through design, is a form of problem solving. We live in avisual culturethat
permeates every aspect of ourlives. Art educators like Marschalelq Roberts and Vande
Zande tell us that art should not be viewed as a static study of the past, meant only to be
reproduced and improved upon, but rather as a dynamic and changing component of our
lives to be deconstructed and critiqued in order for students to draw meaning from it. For
those students who hope to pursue careers in the visual arts, it is important not only to
possess the technical skills to draw and paint and sculpt, but also to engage in active
15
problem solving which requires an understanding of the our visual culture and how they
see themselves fitting into it.
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Chapter Three
METHODOLOGY
Overview
The methodology for this study is qualitative in nature and based on information gathered
from in-depth interviews with professional artists and designers. It is a grounded theory
study where artists and designers were asked to respond to a series of questions regarding
the skill requirements for their professions and their views on art education. Their
responses were then compared and analyzed for recurring themes. These were presented
in my findings starting from the most recurring theme to the least.
Participants
I interviewed twelve arts professionals. These arts professionals have been selected from
as wide a rangs of arts fields as possible including but not limited to: studio art,
advertising, print media design, photography, corporate creative and product design.
Interviewees were selected based upon proven excellence and success in their fields,
Such success was based upon the art professional's curriculum vitm that showed
experience, awards and recognitions, and demonstrated that the artist or designer had
successfully worked in their field for at least ten years and had done so as their primary
source of income"
The artists I selected were all enthusiastic about participating in this study. They all felt
that art education in high school was very important and was key to their own decisions
t7
to pursue their choice of careers. The following is a detailed picture of who my
participants were in this study
. One Participant was the owner of a stained glass company that has been in
business since the 1920's. His company does commissions for commercial
buildings and churches all over the world and employ a large staff of artists and
craftsmen.
I Three of my participants were print designers. All three were owners of their own
design studios that have received numerous awards for their work over the years.
. One participant is a full time painter who was a former art professor at Western
Michigan University and now owns his own gallery in northern Michigan where
he sells his own work. He was also a runner up in 2006 for the Genius Award by
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
. Two of my participants were jewelry disigners. One ofthem owns her own studio
and also sits on the Board of directors of the Perpich Center for Arts Education.
The other works as a designer for a large jewelry design studio where she also
works as their marketing and communications director.
t One of my participants is a photographer who owns his own studio and employs a
number of photographers and photo art technicians. His studio is17 years old and
he has experience working with commercial partners and has won many regional
& national awards 
-over 100 - including the 'British Institute of Professional
Photography's Industrial I Commercial Photographer ofthe Year 1997'.
l8
o Two of my participants work for a large commercial mural painting company
whose clients are mostly large commercial chains or venues such as casinos and
amusement parks.
. One of my participants is a futl time ceramic sculptor who has received numerou$
awards for his work from a number of shows he has participated in over the years.
e My last participant is a computer gaming designer who is part owner of his
company and recently received a lifetime achievement Emmy award for his
contributions to the computer gaming industry.
Data Collection
The participants of this research project were contacted by phone and asked if they would
like to participate in this study. Arrangements were made to meet at their studios when
timing was practical. Two interviews were conducted over the phone. Atl the interviews
were taped. Parlicipants were all asked the following ten questions which were drawn up
by me beforehand in order to facilitate a discussion on their views of art and art
education. These questions were used as a starting point for our discussion. Some
participants stuck to the questions while others expanded upon them in order to explain
their views on art education. The questions were as follows.
1. What art subjects do you recommend be taught in high school that would best
prepare students for a future career in art or design?
2. What subjects did you take in high school that you felt benefited you the most?
3. What do you wish that you had had in high school that you did not?
4. What types of subjects so you feel would most benefit a student planning to go
into your specific field?
5. How important do you feel it is to include ourcurrent visual culture in an art
school curriculum?
l9
6. What do you think art teachers can do to best encourage students to consider art
or design as a future career?
7. How has your field changed overthe past ten years and what kind of further
training if any have you had to take to stay current?
L Why do you feel that art and design are good fields for students to consider as
career chooses?
9. Where do you feel the best job opportunities in art and design lie for students
interested in pursuing a career in the visual arts?
10. What do you like the most about working as an artist or designer?
Data Analysis
After taping the interviews, all interviews were transcribed. The data gathered in these
interviews was divided into segments, coded and scrutinized for commonalities that were
used to create themes or categories. Those themes that emerged were presented in my
findings from the most common themes to the least themes.
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Chapter 4
FII{DINGS
Introducti on to I.- i ndin gs
To answer the question of what future artists need in terms of education, I decided to
approach eleven well-established artists and designers in the Minneapolis and Saint Paul
area who work in as wide a range of fields as possible and ask them for their input in
what they felt made a quality high school level art curriculum. In interviews with these
eleven artist and designers, I asked the ten questions that I outlined in my methodology
section (Chapter 3).
The answers they gave were varied, but two overall themes, and several sub-themes
emerged from our conversations. The first theme concerned the type of art subjects that
artists felt needed to be taught in schools. I list those subjects in order based upon the
number of artists who recommended them. They are. drawing, art history, sculpture,
composition, color theory, photography, computer graphics, frlm and architecture. All of
the artists interviewed for this study recommended that art students be exposed to as
many areas of art as possible, but acknowledging that many schools work with limited
resources, drawing emerged as the most important art subject.
The second theme that emerged from my interviews concerned non-art related subjects
that artists felt students needed to be exposed to if they ever wanted to begin a career in
professional visual arts. Those subjects were business studies, math, science and
2t
technical computer skills. Fut together, these themes present the beginnings of a
framework for school administrators and art teachers to work from in developing an art
curriculum.
In addition to these two themes, the artists I interviewed had a number of ideas regarding
things that art instructors should do to encourage students to pursue caresrs in the visual
arts. These ideas included discussing and communicating career options in art with
students, introducing students to professional artists, arranging tours of professional
artist's and designer's studios and encouraging students to pursue internships with
professional art studios.
The following findings are responses that I received from participating artists when asked
the 10 questions detailed in the methodology section ofthis study. The artists had a
variety of responses and opinions regarding the questions but several themes emerged
from our conversations.
The first theme that emerged concerned the ffie of art subjects that artists felt needed to
be taught in schools. I list those subjects in order based upon the number of artists who
recommended them. They are: drawing, art history, sculpture, composition, color theory,
photography, computer graphics, film and architecture. All of the artists interviewed for
this study recommended that art students be exposed to as many areas of art as possible,
but acknowledging that many schools work with limited resources, drawing emerged as
the most important art subject.
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The second theme that emerged from my interviews concerned non-art related subjects
that artists felt that students needed to be exposed to if they ever choose to begin a career
in professional visual arts. Those subjects included: business studies, computer skills,
math, writing and shop classes.
If people want to go into art as a career, they have to look at it as a business and
approach it the same way you would approach any other business. (Parlicipant #7)
Put together, these themes present a framework for school administrators and art teachers
to work from in developing an art curriculum.
In addition to these two themes, the artists I interviewed had a number of ideas regarding
things that they believed art instructors should do to encourage students to pursue careers
in the visual arts. They include discussing career options in art with students, introducing
students to professional artists and arranging tours of professional art's and designer's
studios and encouraging students to pursue internships with professional art studios.
Artists also wanted to discuss those areas where they see the greatest job growth for
students to consider as well as the things that they liked the most about their own career
choices and why students may want to consider art and design as career choices for
themselves.
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Exposing Students to Multiple Art Mediums
All of the participants in this study stressed the importance of exposing students to as
many different art mediums as possible.
It's great to expose kids to as many subjects as possible 
- 
painting, design,
photography, print making, clay -- whatever you can throw at your students would
be great. I became a potter after taking a number of different art classes. I
suddenly found that sculpture was what clicked for me. (Participant #10)
Artists talked about how having a wide variety of art classes to choose from allowed
them to make connections between different mediums. The techniques they had learned
in drawing translated to techniques in painting. These concepts translated to techniques
they were using in screen printing or computer design. Two-dimensional studies
translated to three-dimensional studies and so forth.
Developing a foundation in as many subjects as possible, particularly color
theory, hasic drawing and painting is essential. When you are starting out as an
artist, you never know where your path is going to lead you. You may think that
you are going to be an architect and end up welding giant metal sculptures.
(Participant #l l).
Being a well-rounded artist with a large repertoire of skills was a common theme with
artists in this study.
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You have got to have a wide range of skilts because sometimes the ideas that you
want to get out just don't work in one particular medium. Limiting yourself to just
painting orjust clay or just photography is selling yourself short. (Participant#2)
Artists spoke to the importance of offering a variety of high quality, challenging art
classes, even at a time of budget constraints, to help students understand the breadth of
possibilities in art and take them seriously.
I was lucky with the school that I attended which was a visual arts magnet school.
We did a lot of (different types of mediums) that was really simple but really
labor intensive which I thought were really helpful because then when I began to
branch offinto other things, I had a good foundation. participant #2).
Another artist said,
In my high school we had only one art teacher who taught drawing. It was seen as
an easy A. I didn't understand what art was until I gotto college. (Participant #1)
Still another artist said,
Back when I was in high school, art class was a big screw off. It wasn't until I
was in college that I began to trearn the skills that I use today as an art glass
designer. (Participant #3)
Drawing
The single most common subject (10 of I I participants strongly recommended) to be
taught in high school art classes was drawing. Establishing skills in drawing
overwhelmingly proved to be the most important artistic skill that artists identified when
asked what needs to be emphasized in art classes at all levels, not just high school.
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I would say first and foremost, that the most important thing in art classes be
taught would be a very lengthy course in drawing, particularly life drawing
(drawing from live models). (Farticipant # 5)
I just really think that if you can only do one thing as an art teacher, get paper and
pencil in front of kids and give them something interesting to draw. (Participant
# 10)
Drawing Realistically
Artists stressed the need for students to learn to draw realistically. This finding was
similar to those of Edwards, who stated that "never heen blocked by gaining skills in
drawing, the basic skill of all art." (1979,p. 196). In addition to just drawing realistically,
artists felt that students needed to understand all the finer points of creating a whole field
of vision with their drawings. This means learning techniques to create three-dimensional
spaces on two-dimensional planes
There needs to be an emphasis on more concrete things like drawing with
perspective and learning scale 
- 
leaning to use the basics such as vanishing points
and depth and drawing realistically. Understanding depth of field such as creating
the illusion of 3-D on a2-D surface. (Participant #8)
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Learning to Draw Before Learning to be Creative
Many artists wish to stress that drawing is an essential tool in art and that its mastery can
develop artistic skills in many other fields. One participant said that art students should
not even begin to express themselves artistically until they have mastered drawing. For
him, drawing was the basic tool upon which all other art is based.
You don't build a house until you have learned how to use all the tools, Learning
to draw well is like learning to use those tools. (Participant #5)
Another artist said
Drawing: concentrate on it the most when teaching art. Don't worry about being
creative 
- 
not at the expense of learning how to function properly. (Participant #8)
Artists said that although creativity and artistic expression are important and should not
be discouraged, it should not be stressed until students have a solid foundation in
drawing. One artist interviewed went on to say:
I don't think that creativity can be taught but I think that the really big job of high
sshool is to teach the foundations and once you have that, you can go beyond it.
The problem that I see in schools is that, as much as encouraging creativity is not
a bad thing, when schools haven't focused on fundamentals like drawing, students
don't have the substance to build upon. They don't have the foundational training
to take the next step in creating art that have meaning. (Participant #8)
From Drawing Accurately to Drawing what is in Your Mind
2',1
Many artists and designers explained that the ability to draw, and to draw accurately,
gives the artist the ability to create what is in their mind" The participants in this study
believed that without this basic skill, an artist cannot accurately translate what they are
thinking into something that others can see and appreciate. The artist's vision goes
unappreciated and unactualized. If an artist can look at an object and accurately draw it in
detail, they believe the artist can then move beyond simply copying what they see to
creating any image that they can imagine in its most detailed form and have the skill to
execute their art as they visualize it.
It is important for them to learn perspective so they can render anything that they
choose to render. By mastering drawing, the artist can then move beyond just
drawing and become as abstract or as realistic as they wish. (Participant #5)
Artists reported that lacking good drawing skills limits an artist's range of artistic
expression. As B. Edwards (1979) explained, artists can get themselves trapped in a
narrow set of options to express thernselves that can force them to settle into repetitive
motifs. The ability to draw gives artists the freedom to easily change to way they choose
to express themselves which gives them greater flexibility as welt as adaptability
Knowing How to l)rsw is a Time Saver
One commercial graphic designer pointed out that even when most of their work is done
on a computer, the ability to draw is a huge time saver. It allows designers to sketch out
ideas rapidly, throwing out bad ideas and refining good ideas much faster than using
computer for it.
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I would not hire anyone if they did not know how to draw. For us, thumb-nail
sketches are critical. Our designers should at least be able to sketch out their ideas
before going to the computer. (Participant #6)
Drawing Translates to Other Art Skills
One sculptor I interviewed stated
I work in clay but everything that I do is essentially drawing. Clay is drawing in
three dimensions. It takes all the skills that drawing teaches and moves it to
another level. Without having a sound fundamental understanding of drawing to
work with, my art would fall apart. The drawing classes that I took after high
school opened up some circuitry in my brain that hadn't been opened before and
kind of clarified for me what I was doing even though I tend to work in three-
dimensions. It really reinforced so many other aspects for me of being a creative
person. (Participant #10)
Learn to Draw Human Anatomy
Several participants wished to stress the importance of knowing how to draw human
anatomy.
Most commercial artists at some point have to draw the human figure. Having a
solid background in life drawing is important. (Participant #5)
Artists also stressed to the practical side of knowing how to draw.
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There are plenty of times when I have to draw during my day to communicate an
idea and I am not doing anything artistic. (Participant #8)
By this the artist meant that having skills in drawing increases a person's ability to
communicate ideas to others. Sometimes, when words fail, it hecomes necessary to be
able to pick up a pencil and paper and draw what you are trying to communicate. People
who lack any drawing skills often find themselves at a disadvantage in those situations.
Mqke Drawing part of a Student's Routine
Finally, many artists stress the importance of drawing every day.
I keep a sketchpad with me where ever t go. If I'm at a coffee shop, I just pull it
out and start drawing. It does not matter what my subject is. It may be a person, it
may be a salt shaker. For me it is just about drawing. It is my way of processing
the world I see and it allows me to see more deeply the things that I might
otherwise have missed. [t is also what I do if I find myself bored. Drawing
stimulates my mind. It draws out my creativity (Participant #l l)
Many artists feel that drawing is like athletics- "If you don't practice, the visual sense
quickly gets flabby and out of shape." (Edwards, 199?, p. vii)
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Art History
W Art History is Important
All participants interviewed told me how important it is to understand art history, not just
from an academic standpoint but also from a professional one. They stressed how
important it is for developing artists to have a sound understanding of the complexities of
art history, not just American and western art history, but of art history throughout the
world.
Most high school kids are not aware of the larger world. You have to pull them
out into the larger world because in today's society, as a commercial artist, you
can not afford to live insulated in American western culture and think that that's
all there is to it. You need to have a vision ofthe bigger scope of the world.
(Participant #5).
One participant said
It is very important in my industry, to know where (graphic and visual design)
came from and where it is going. For me as a photographer, I look back on what
was done 30, 20, even l0 years ago and that morphing of style is really
fascinating. There are trends in photogaphy that you want to be up on. You do
not want to be shooting something that looks like what was done even five years
ago. It is interesting to understand who is setting those trends. (Participant #g)
Commercial artists have told me that it is important for them to understand the history of
art so that they can recognize recurring themes and understand where they came from.
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It is important to understand where certain design concepts originated, what the
artists of that time were trying to get across and why those design concepts
worked. (Participant #4)
Art history is the record of our visual cultural history. The artists I interviewed stressed
the importance of understanding trends in design and art and how important it is to see
where ideas are coming from. They felt that understanding art history also gives today's
artists a great wealth of ideas to borrow from.
Teaching Current Visual Culture Verses Classicol Art History
The question has been raised by many art education professionals of where art history
teachers should place their emphasis when teaching art history. Should they introduce
students to the concept of our current visual culture or should they take a more classical
or traditional approach? Another way of looking at this topic is how much of an art
history curriculum should be drawn from ideas based on cuffent popular culture rather
than building a curriculum founded on classical history and approaching art from a
historical perspective. Much of my literature review examined the debate held by those
who think that art classes (and art history in particular) shoutd stress the traditional or
classic foundations of art such as learning to understand the ancient Egyptians, Greeks
and Romans, as well as the Romantic, Gothic and Renaissanoe era masters. Opposing this
view are those who feel that what is real and relevant in arJ today is what is going on
around us right now. These art scholars say that students need to understand and be able
to critique what they see in current media sources and that as professional artists and
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designers, they will need the skill and understanding of our current visual culture ifthey
are going to actively engage in it on a professional level. The current art educational
standards for the State of Minnesota do not address this subject, leaving it to teachers to
decide what is relevant and important for students to understand and where the greater
emphasis should be placed.
To help understand the direction teachers might take when incorporating these ideas in
their classroom, I decided to present this question to those professional artists whom I
interviewed. Not surprisingly, they were as split on this subject as the academic writers.
Many (six out of eleven) were staunchly traditional and stressed the importance of
establishing a classical foundation in art for art students. Others wholeheartedly embraced
teaching students' modern trends in design and art, believing that is where the jobs are
today and that modern art approaches are where students need to have the greater
understanding. Two artists, however, found themselves torn between these to poles
finding important things to learn from each side, thus placing themselves in the middle.
The Traditional l'iew
Participant #3 is the owner of a stained glass studio that has been in operation for over
eighty years. Most of their clients are churches and most of their work could be described
as traditional.
We are old school. We don't design things with computers. We are more
comfortable with a box of pencils. People do accomplish fabulous things with
computers and understanding popular culture, I'm sure, is important in many
J.'
fields, but I think that learning the fundaments laid down from the past is still
important. Whatever is current in design today you will still be able to figure out
using the fundamentals. (Participant #5)
Other participants said how important it was to learn from the past.
I don't think that we move forward without knowing what had come before. It is
worth opening the minds of students to the history of art (Participant#10)
One participant said,
I think that current visual culture is great but you need some historical context for
it to see the evolution of it and see where it was and understand that there is a
cycle of everything in life. There is a cycle in design and art as well and it is
interesting to see ideas reoffiur. Once you have some historical background in art
and design" it is easy to see how trends resurge. It is also interesting to understand
the historical roots of trends in our visual culture and understand how ideas get
tweaked and recycled. (Participant #4)
Another artist said
I am loathe to abandon the classics. The classics give people a foundation to build
on. It is very difficult to just j,.rmp into contemporary culture and not have it
become a colorful and swirling mad house. It is very important to have an
understanding of classic input in how our current visual culture is shaped by the
past. (Participant #5)
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Artists who support an art curriculum that is based on a more classical approach, stress
that students learn to view current visual culture with a critical eye and that they have the
skills to critique what they see around them and know how to put their critique into
words.
It's good for studentsto have awhole, big vocabulary of design, not just an
understanding of what is happening now. Give them some historical context.
(Participant #4)
There was a strong sense among half of the participants in this research project that high
school art classes should concentrate on providing students with a fundamental
understanding of art history. Artists agreed that this approach should not be limited to the
art history of only Europe and America but that it should include a broad understanding
of the art history of other world cultures. Respondents stressed the idea that the more we
learn from the past, the hetter we can understand and critique the present, is a common
theme among them. They also felt that understanding the art culture of the past provides a
foundation upon which to build one's personal style.
The fuIodern l'iew
There is another view among artists, however" Three of the eleven artists interviewed
stressed that a student's cultural understanding of art and design should be fixed on the
present and not the past. One participant said,
I think that current visual culture is extremely important. I think that students
should take from everything all over the place and not even our current American
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culture but the cultures of Asia and others. If they can't travel, they can take
advantage ofthe internet, television, movies and all forms of visual media. I mean
go on line and see what other people are doing. (Participant #8)
Another designer said,
The traditional to understanding art history is relevant for providing the basic
foundations but I think - go beyond it 
- 
go as far as possible. Take from the sky,
take from magazines, take from the bus stop. I think that there should be a huge
emphasis on taking from popular culture. (Participant #7)
Other artists take a more practical approach to studying current visual culture. One
designer said,
I think that there is definitely a need to sfudy current trends in popular culture
because students need to have a sense of what jobs are out there. I don't think that
I got much ofthat in school and found myself asking'What will I he doing as a
graphic designer?' (Participant #l)
The Middle Ground
There are also those who take the middle ground. One participant said,
I think that we live in the world today so I think that it is very important to know
what is going on today in art and design. I think that a well-rounded person should
have some knowledge of the traditions and histories of where things came from
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but I don't think that you witl do yourself any favors by not acknowtedging what
is going on right now. (Participant #2)
This participant also acknowledged that it is easy to get bombarded with mainstream pop
culture. Most of it she believed is poorly designed and mass-produced for mnsumer
tastes. However, she said,
There is aton of othergood stuffthat is happening if you lookfor it. There are a
lot of cool things to be found if you have a critical eye. (Particip ant #2)
Summary of Curuent Visual Culture Verses Traditional View of Art History
In short, when weighing the rssponses to this question of current visual culture in the
classroom, the majority of professional artists still stress the importance of classical
training in art history and culture two to one. Even those who favor a modern approach to
studying popular culture and design admit that there is room to sfudy the classics. It
would seem that the classical approach should not be abandoned. There seems to be a
consensus among professional artists of the importance of understanding the cultural
traditions of the past in orderto use them to build upon the future.
Composition
Six artists interviewed for this study stressed the importance of teaching good
composition skills to young developing artists. Composition in art means knowing how to
arrange figures on a two-dimensional surface in ways that make the overall composition
of a work of art interesting. It means incorporating the principles of design such as
balance, gradation, repetition or rhythm, contrast and harmony. It also means knowing
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how to create tension in work that draws the attention of a viewer. Understanding how to
construct a work of art using good composition is critical in fine arts. It is equally
important in commercial art- A well-composed image is going to grab the attention of a
customer better than a work which lacks overall good composition.
One ofthe first and foremost objectives of any art education is learning form,
color and composition. AII ofthose things are just vital. Whenwe get new hires at
the agency, some of these things are just missing. People get drawn out in alt the
computer skills and just seem to forget that it still gets down to composition,
proportion and color balance. I think that these are the things that are and will
always he the most important (Participant #l).
Another artist said,
I knowthat many people are doing PowerPoint presentations as well as lot of kids
in schools and they don't have any idea about type or size or what looks good 
-
what is good design and page layout. They don't get it. To show people what you
mean you need to show them a before and after 
- 
this is what it did look like, this
is what it should look like (Participant #7).
Artists stress the importance of knowing how to arrange things in an image, whether that
image is moving like a film or still like a photo or a painting. They say that understanding
how to compose an image is one of the most vital skills in being successful in the visual
arts
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Color Theory
Along with composition skills, three of the artists I interviewed said that there needs to be
an equally important emphasis on teaching color theory. Color theory means
understanding how colors work with or against each other. It is the way that the artist
chooses colors and arranges them in their composition in order to attract and engage the
viewer. This is particularly important in commersial graphics where well-understood and
executed color theory can have the effect of capturing the attention of a viewer or
potential buyer.
When I started in this field, I had no idea how complicated colors could be. It took
me a long time to understand how colors work (Participant #7).
[Jnderstanding color theory is an essential part of being a successful artist and needs to be
emphasized in schools.
Photography
Five of my participants mentioned the importance of photography as part of an art
curriculum that would best prepare sfudents looking to begin a career in visual arts.
Participants viewed photography in two ways: technical and creative. On one hand,
learning photography is a technological endeavor which requires students to master
photographic print making, computer manipulation of images as well as understanding
the mechanical uses of cameras, lenses and lighting equipment.
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On the other hand, photography is a visual art that requires that students understand how
to compose a picture that is interesting and successfully conveys the photographer's
intended viewer.
In photography there are two approaches. Are you interested in art or are you
interested in the technical aspects of photography? There are some people who are
real techy but only okay with design * they are great technicians but really poor
when it comes to creativity. There are also people who are very creative but are
(poorly skilled) when it comes to the technical. A successful photographer is a
nice blend of both and can morph one way or another depending on what the
client's needs are. (Participant #9)
One participant who, in addition to being a successful painter today, was a college art
instructor and photography instructor at Western Michigan University, stressed the
importance of offering photography classes that have "nothing to do with the technical
aspects of photography at all" (Participant #5). He felt that novice students in
photography need to get away from the technical and often expensive aspects of
photography and "go at photography from a perceptual level 
- 
trying to get students
looking at what is worth capturing and how to manipulate individual images and put them
together into a cohesive whole" (Participant #5). For him photography was an art, and
Iike drawing, was a tool used by the artist to convey a message or mmmunicate with a
viewer. He felt that novice art students needed to understand how to use the
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compositional skills that are taught in other art classes like drawing, painting and
sculpture and combine those skills to compose images that are interesting visually.
Mastering photography also places a very heavy emphasis on a photographer's
understanding of its technical aspects. Many photographers and designers stressed that
students interested in commercial photography and design know Photoshop 
- 
the
soft wear application that is the current commercial standard for allowing photographers
and designers to manipulate images on computers. "Photoshop has changed everything.
There is so much that you can do with photographic images today." Computers have
become an essential part of commercial photography and graphic design. Artists and
designers feel that understanding how to use the latest design software is important for
students who are interested in pursuing careers in these fields (Participant #l).
Film
One participant expressed a desire that students be exposed to a film class as part of their
curriculum.
I would have a class in film featuring the best films of the last century. It would
emphasize black and white films. Students should understand the nature of
composition and how shots are constructed so that they tell a whole story in
themselves and in the context of the film (Participant #5).
This participant felt that film is not only a huge and important part of our economy
offering job opportunities, but that when it is done right, it brings together the concepts of
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visual composition that students should be learning in drawing and painting and puts
them in a new and dynamic context. He felt that students are exposed to so many movie
and television images during their day, and that so much of it is poorly done, that it is
important that they learn to discern what makes a quality film and learn to view film with
a more critical eye. He also felt that serious afi students need exposure to this medium
because it offers so many opportunities for artistic expression as well as job
opportunities. "The job opportunities in film and television are endless. I think that
students interested in film media need to begin looking at it as a serious art forrn"
(Participant #5)
Architecture
One participant stressed the importance of exposing students to architecture.
I would go at the architecture class from the standpoint of engineering and getting
an understanding of the nature of structure. They need to know how three-
dimensional structures are built to stand up and not fall over. Working from that,
an art teacher can extrapolate those ideas into sculpture 
- 
the exploration of the
three-dimensional form in terms of its architectonics 
- 
how high can it go before
it topples over how far out can one piece of it go before it bends and the physical
nature of the world that we work in (Participant #5).
With this in mind, the artist stressed the importance for students to understand math and
physics.
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It is important to have an understanding of architecture and the architectonics of
form, how the physical world behaves. There are immutahle laws of how the
physical world behaves that simply are not going to change and if you are going
to be a good architect, you have to understand them (Participant #5).
Architecture allows designers to execute their ideas on a large and sometimes grand
scale. This artist stressed that in order to do this, the architect must be well versed in a
number of scientific and mathematical fields. They must understand the nature and
limitations of the materials with which they work. This requires students to be experts in
a wide variety of non-art related suhjects including mattr, physics and geology
Non-Art Classes Stressed by Professionals
Business Training
All the participants whom I interviewed for this research project agreed on one
thing, that art students who are seriously interested in pursuing a career in the visual arts
take business classes. At some point, all professional artists, whether they work alone as a
studio artist or they work for a larger commercial design firm or for other organizations
find themselves involved in business and therefore need basic business skills. One
participant said
Business theory kinds of stuffis so irnportant if you are going to make it in this
business. This might be kind of boring for a lot of kids but it would really help
them all. It doesn't matter how great of an artist you are. You still have to pay the
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bills. You still have to pay for materials. You need to make sure that stores and
galleries do not take advantage of you (Participant #4).
Another artist said
I would also recommend there needs to some real world practical applications like
business 
- 
how to make a living doing what you want to do. It is not as easy as the
self-help books that tell you to do what you love and the money will follow. There
is a lot out there to allow you to use your skills and still make a living (Participant
# 10).
Many artists have told me that there is a big learning curve to understanding the business
side of art and that having some basic core direction and training in howthis works as a
business is invaluable.
I think that schools should not be just about how to paint and what to paint, but
now that you have painted it, what are you going to do with it? If you really want
to do this you have to know more than just what goes on inside the studio. I think
that gets overlooked a lot (Participant # 10).
Some professional artists comment that they witness art students who do not have the
basic understanding of how to work as a professional artist.
I get students who visit my studio from schools like the Minnesota College of Art
and Design or the University of fvlinnesota which are schools with great
environments for learning and encouraging arJistic attitude, but these students
don't know how to find a studio places or equip a studio, how to approach a
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gallery or how to deal with wholesalers. These are things that we all end up
having to do to keep a roof over our heads (Participant # l0).
One artist put it this way:
It's fine to be a Sunday artist. If you are a Sunday painter you can do your own
thing at your own speed. You can get out there and dabble and do it for your own
enjoyment. If you are to satisfy a client however, then you have to put yCIu own
personal preferences aside and work to meet their needs (Participant #3).
Another artist told me that one of the higgest problems that she others have is simply
knowing how to gauge the market and price their work. "If you are going to be successful
at your art, then you have to take it seriously and go at it as a business" (Participant #l t).
Artists said that this means understanding your target market. It means knowing how and
where to spend your money. It means knowing how to market and promote yourself. And
sometimes it means knowing what people are willing to buy and adjusting your worlg to
some degree, to attract those huyers.
There are some studios who cail say "If you don't like it find somebody else" but
we try to be an extension of the client because they are the ones who will be
looking at it every day. If you are Dale Chihuly you can build your glass pieces
and people can buy them or not. He doesn't care. But here, because we are a
commission studio, and we have people working and we need to pay their salary
every week, we sometimes have to compromise (Participant #3).
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Another artist said,
The world of art is very competitive, There are artists who I would not consider
very good like Thomas Kincade who makes millions of dollars. There are other
artists who I could never be a great as, who struggle to make ends meet. You need
to have a good sense of how to sell your art and how to market yourself if you
want to be successful (Participant #5).
Artists and designers stressed the importance of taking business seriously. It is a sore spot
for some of them that art schools and artteachers never emphasize these things. One
artist said "I waited until I was in college and finally asked my art teacher how do I make
a living at this? He said, 'quit what you are doing and go to trade school"' (Participant
#6).
Most artists agree that finding a career in art should not have to be so diffrcult, but they
stress that students who are interested in becoming professional artists and designers
should know what to expect. They feel that schools do a disservice to their students by
not approaching art as a career opportunity for them after graduation.
I think it's important to give students some exposure to what is out there. Students
who are interested in this should have a realistic idea of what a career is like.
Some ofthese photo students see or hear stories of Annie Lieboxitz going to Paris
for $300,000 shots and they think "Hey that's great!" And I think that's not
reality, most people struggle for years doing assisting and freelance this or that or
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working part-time jobs at convenience stores while trying to build their portfolios
- 
that kind of thing is more reality (Participant #9)
Computer Skills
Although few artists that I interviewed placed a high priority on computer skills, most
(seven out of eleven) agreed that commercial artists need to have some computer literacy
if they want to succeed. Adobe and particularly Photo Shop applications were the
software that artists pointed to the most. Today, the world of commercial graphic arts is a
computer-based industry. The ability to create and manipulate images and video on
computers is essential. "Having some computer classes is definitely required. I think of
myself as a painter and you would be amazed at how often I find myself on the computer
for the work I do (Participant #8).
Another said,
We are graphic designers. Everything we do is on the computer. Sure, artists we
hire need to have the foundations in design principles, but they also need to be
familiar enough in the computer graphic programs that our industry uses to be
able to hit the ground running when they start (Participant #6).
Math
Four of the artists interviewed stressed the importance of understanding math in their
work. They said that math is not just important to students pursuing careers in fields like
science, business and engineering, but is often ilecessary in their fields as well.
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Surprisingly, algebra and geometry have turned out to be really handy for my
work because there is so much finding shapes and weights and conversions that I
use. In school I thought that I would never use this stuff and I find that I use it
every day (Participant #2).
One participant said of mattr, "mathematics at the higher levels becomes very creative.
Understanding it can open the eyes of any students to the broader world" (Participant #5).
Another said,
I don't think that you can be a good artist without being a well-rounded person. I
think that it is important to open your eyes and look around and be smafi at a lot
of things including math and science (Participant #2).
Another pointed out that "For those interested in architecture particularly, it is important
not only to have an understanding of what looks good and what works visually, but the
mathematical foundation to make it work" (Participant #5)
These artists said that having a solid understanding if math is a necessity in their fields.
Without it, they would be at a disadvantage, or simply would not be able to so the things
they do to be successful.
Writing
Four of the artists interviewed wished to express how important it is to have good writing
skills as a professional artist. They said that all artists need to know how to write well. If
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they are studio artists they need to know how to write descriptions of their work and they
also need to know how to write promotional and marketing pieces in order to sell their
work.
I am a jewelry designer and I work in a pretty large studio with a lot of other
designers. I find that a big part of my day is taken up with writing promotional
material. Being a good writer and being able to do these kinds of things played as
important a part in my being hired by this studio as my skills as an artist
(Participant #4).
For commercial designers, having good writing skills is particularly important. They need
to know how to incorporate written material into their work or even, if they are given
copy from a copywriter, they need to be able to critique that writing and know if it will
work for their client. "As designers our involvement in the copy usually relates to type
faces, but often it is equally important that we understand good copy and knowing how to
critique what is being written" (Participant #7).
One participant added that if a student wants to get a job with an art or design studio, they
should "have the portfolio skills and writing skills to have a strong rssume. Sadly this is
something that artists are never good at doing" (Participant #8).
These artists stress the importance of being able to write well and express themselves in
words. For many of them, it made the difference between getting a job or not. For others
it makes the deference between being able to market and sell their work or not.
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Shop Classes
One of the surprising respoflses to my questions of what students need to know in order
to become successful artists was the emphasis that artists put on simply knowing how to
build things.
I wish that I had just taken a shop class at some point in school. [n my job I need
to know how to use tools, not just simple tools but large industrial carpentry tools.
There is a lot that I had to learn after I graduated (Participant #l).
Many artists told me that they often build scaffolds and frames and other large
construction projects in order to make their art, and that having had some basic shop
skills in the first place would have made their work easier. One participant went on to say
I wanted to become a painter when I was in schoot but later turned to sculpture. It
would have been a much easier transition for me if I had some knowledge of
welding and how to work with metal" Those are not skills that you just pick up on
your own. You need to go the school to learn them (Participant #8).
Artists say that having at least one basic shop class is important for art students who are
serious about pursuing a career in many art fields, particularly areas in studio art.
Encouraging Art Students
Meeti ng Prafe ssi onal Arti sts
The participants in this study encouraged art teachers to introduce students to meet real
artists and designers. They expressed that it was very important that students be talk to
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professionals and see what their day-to-day work lives are really like. "I think that getting
out and talking to people who work as professional artists is really good. I think that you
get farther faster because you understand the terrain a little better" (Particip ant #2).
Another said,
Bring in adults from the outside world and have them explain their jobs. Have
them explain what they do and what their past was. I think that a lot of times you
may look at someone and say 'How did they get that cool job? How did they get
that cool job as the head of design at Target (Participant #4)?
Demonstrate that Art is a Reql Career Choice
Artists reported that it is important that students be shown that art is a real career choice.
I wish that someone had told me in high school that I could make a living in art. It
took me until I was in college before I realized that. For me in high school, art
was just a blow-off class (Participant #6)"
Artists emphasized the importance of bringing real and designers into the classroom as
often as possible or going on field trips to art studios, museums and installations. They
said that it is important to talk to artists and get a feel for what they are doing.
We give tours of our photography studio all the time to college students and high
school students. It's great for them to see that photography isn't just a class that
you take in school but that there are real career opportunities in it. You can tell by
their questions that in every group, there are one or two of them who really have a
passion for it (Participant #9).
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Internships
Other artists emphasized the importance of getting students into internships or summer
jobs where they can work in a studio and see first hand what being a professional artist is
like. This may be easier for college students than high school students but they felt that
students learn much more when they are in a real environment, assisting a real artist or
designer, rather than just being in a classroom. "'We have interns every year. It is a good
way to weed out the students who just think that they want to be professional
photographers and the ones who really have a passion for it" (Participant #9).
Artists stressed the importance of students to also get to know artists on a personal level.
One artist said,
I would advise students, if they are interested in pursuing art as a career, to go to
places where art is happening and hang out for a while and see if these are the
people that they are magnetically attracted to. Then try to emulate what they are
doing. If you see someone who seems like he or she has got something going in
his life you may say to yourself 'Gee I want to be like them.' It is good to want to
be like people who are living lives that are fuller and richer than you can imagine
or you can dream (Participant #5).
One artist emphasized that it is important for students to start visualizing themselves as
artists. He said that students need to do this by talking with artists and by looking at what
they do realistically.
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It's one thing to let yourself get caught up in the romantic idea of being an artist
and living some imaginary, romanticized artistic lifestyle, its another to see how
artists really spend their time and energy. (Participant #5)
Future Joh Prospects
Areas of Job Growth
A discussion on how to prepare students for careers in the visual arts must inslude a
discussion on where artists see job growth in the future. When asked, the majority of
artists and designers cited the internet as the world's fastest growing visual medium.
Anything web-based is huge. The web has really changed things for design
specifically. You have a whole industry where you can have both technicians on
the hack end doing code and such and you can have, on the front end, the creative
people doing design, graphics, video and such. Every company in the world has to
have a web presense and those web sites need to be continually updated. You
can't just make a web site and let it sit for five years. You have to change it
(Participant #9).
The internet has seen tremendous growth and is continuing to expand. Today it is
estimated that the internet reaches nearly 1.5 billion people (Internet World Statistics,
2008). It has become a powerful platform that has changed the way we do business, and
the r,va,v we comrnunicate This grolvth r.vill require greater numbers of rveb designers.
Although artists and designers stress that art students need to understand the basic
concepts ofthe elements and principals of design, remaining competitive in the future
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will require that many of them become proficient in computer skills. This cannot be
ignored. There are, however, a vast range of fields in the visual arts that do not revolve
around the internet.
As new fields in the visual arts develop, older fields do not diminish or go away. The
range of opportunities for art students just increases. One area ofjob growth mentioned
by one participant is in the sustainable living or the green movement.
There are now whole design and architectural firms that are sustainable.
Sustainability is a huge field. Sustainability is another important thing for teachers
to teach students in school. Sustainability, coming up with and developing new
products that fit more with the decreasing resources in our environment, will be a
huge area of growth (Participant #11).
In the future, sustainable industries will need the creativity of artists to design and create
products and invent ways of living that buck convention.
Develap a Passion for Art
All artists and designers who participated in this study agreed that in order to succeed in
the visual arts, a person must have passion for their art"
Pursuing a career in the visual arts is only going to be a good choice for people
who have a passion for it. Unlike many fields, there may not be a job market just
waiting there for you. You generally have to struggle a little bit and create your
own niche (Participant #5).
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There is always room for passionate people and those people will usually find a
way. We have interns and some go nowhere because they just didn't have a
passion for it and we have had others that have that passion and they are
extremely successful and are doing well. It's great to see (Participant #9).
Another artist said, "People should come to art because they love it." (Participant #5)
Another responded, when asked whether art and designs are good fields to pursue, by
saying
Ifthey have passion for it, yes. It is a lot of work and there can be a lot of stress
involved with the financial and business side of it, but if they have passion,
ahsolutely. The world needs it (Participant #10).
SummarT of Findings
ln summary, artists interviewed for this study stressed the importance of students
knowing how to master their fields of art. They felt that students looking to hecome
professional artists, need to be proficient in their particular art media on more than just an
amateur level. Drawing came up as the most important and versatile skill and the
foundation to most other art media. They also felt that it was important that students be
exposed to as much art as possible and that students should be proficient or have
experience in as many different art media as they possibly can.
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In addition to art related subjects, artists stressed that students who wish to pursue art as a
career should be well versed in business classes and any other subjects like math, writing,
computer and technology skills and the sciences. Artists felt that it was important that
students understand that art or design as a career is different then just art for the love of it,
and that being competitive means taking the career aspect of art seriously.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Research Focus
The focus of this research project has been on how best to provide a quality art education
for those students who might pursue a future career in the visual arts. I think that it is
important to recognize that not all students take art in school with the aspiration of
becoming professionals in it. In fact most do not. There is a range of important reasons to
include art in our schools' curricula. Art enriches our lives. It increases our understanding
and appreciation of our visual culture. It provides people with a creative outlet to express
themselves. Finally, it helps form well-rounded students.
All too often, however, art is not seen as a subject that a student would want to study to
develop a career around. Beeching writes, "The place of visual arts in American society,
to most Americans, is viewed as a post-occupation to be dabbled in when there is nothing
betterto do." (Beeching, 1987, p. 34) Art does enrich us. Having an understanding of art
helps students become more critically astute and culturally aware and draws them into the
larger world cultural arena. However, many feel strongly that artistic proficiency is
increasingly vital for our students' success in preparing themselves for the workplace.
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Economic Impact of Art in American Society
In the book A Whole New Mind, D. H. Pink writes of an emerging shift in the economic
make-up of America. Business in America is moving from an age of information and
high-tech engineering to what he calls the Conceptual Ag* "'We've progressed from a
society of farmers to a society of factory workers to a society of knowledge workers.
Now we are progressing yet again 
- 
to a society of creators and empathizers, of pattern
recognieers and meaning makers" (Pink, 2005, pp. 50)
To survive in this age, Pink says individuals and organizations must examine what they
are doing for a living and ask themselves three questions:
1. Can someone overseas do it cheaper?
2. Can a computer do it faster?
3. Is what I'm offering in demand in an age of abundance? (Pink, 2005, pp 5l)
More and more we are seeing not just the factory jobs that once supported our nation's
economy go overseas, but, increasingly, high-tech engineering jobs go with them. It is
common today for companies to outsource computer programmers, mechanical and civil
engineers and even accounting personnel from countries like India and China. While
twenty years ago, pursuing a career in a high-tech field could almost guarantee a college
graduate a middle class wage-earning job, today that security is becoming increasingly
less certain. The reason for this is simple: these technically based - sometimes-called
left-brained skills - can be taught anywhere (Pink, 2005, pp. 5 U.
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Where, then, is the new ecoilomy going to be found? According to Pink, it is in the
creative fields. Art has become one of America's largest exports. Art related jobs can be
found in movies and television, fashion and home furnishing design, photography, print
media and web design, music and stage performance as well as a host of other related
fields. "In the United States, the number of graphic designers has increased tenfold in the
last decade; graphic designers outnumber chemical engineers by four to one. More
Americans today work in arts, entertainment and design than work as lawyers,
accountants and auditors" (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2002 as cited in Pink 2005, pp.
\\I
In addition, "Because of the ever-increasing affordability of products, businesses are
realizing that the only way to differentiate their goods and services in today's
overstocked marketplace is to make their offerings physically beautiful and emotionally
compelling" (ThompsorL 2003). Because of this, the conceptual abilities of artists and
designers are often more valuable than the skills of many technically skilled workers. P.
Thomson wrote, "Manufacturers have begun to recognize that we can't compete with the
pricing structure and labor costs of the Far East. So how can we compete? It has to be
with design" (Thompson, 2003).
Many American companies today are depending on people who work in creative fields to
distinguish themselves from their competitors. Because of this, there is an increased
demand for people who are skilled in art fields. The question this raises is how ilre our
schools preparing students 
_for this changing work environment? Do we jeopardize our
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students' futures by de-emphasizing and even cutting those programs that provide
students with the basic art skills they will need to he competitive in a conceptual age
economy? For a large portion of our students, it will be the ability to draw, design and
create that will be the most important faclors in their fufure careers, far more so for many
than their math or technical skills.
The artists that I interviewed for this thesis emphatically believe in the importance of
providing quality art education for our students at all grade levels. They believe that the
skills needed to foster great artists and designers in the future must coms from our
schools. They are passionate that our schools increase their commitment to art education
and prepare today's students to become tomorrow's artists and designers. The results of
this study provided me, a future art teacher, with a theory for curriculum. This theory was
based on the perspectives of successful artists, those who have flourished in Pink's
(2005) creative world.
Conclusion From Interview s
The artists and designers I spoke to all have a passion for their work. This, they say, is the
most important quality for an artist. Joh fields in the visual arts can be highly
competitive. Artists need to be highly skilled and highly creative; however, artists and
designers tell me that ones with passion are the ones who can make the best lives for
themselves in it.
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r#hen asked what subjects need to be offered in school, drawing seems to be the one that
comes to the top more that any other subject. Knowing how to draw and draw accurately
is often seen as the first step and the jumping off point for successful artists and
designers. They tell me that kno*ing how to draw accurately gives the artist the mental
tools to construct anything that their mind can imagine. It is the foundation from which a
student can build their creativity. Therefore it is important that schools provide quality
drawing classes for students.
Artists also stress that schools need to offer as many classes in different fields of art as
possible. Painting, clay and sculpture, photography, textiles, computer graphics, jewelry
making and film were some of the classes that they recommended. They stressed that to
be successful, artists need to bewell adept at many forms of art. Knowing how to draw
alone is not enough. Artists must have the tools and skills to work in many media in order
to be flexible and adaptive. It is the hope of these artists and designers that even in light
of budget constraints, schools make their best attempt to place a priority on providing
students with a quality art education that includes classes focused on many different
fields of art"
Artists and designers also stress that students need real life skills in order to succeed. This
includes a good aptitude in math and reading. These are skills that successful artists and
designers draw upon every day. Above all, however, artists believe that students should
be exposed to business classes if they wish to pursue a career in the visual arts. Artists tetl
me that nearly every area of art requires that the artists be knowledgeable in business.
6l
IJnless the artists who work in the creative department of a large corporation or for a
major film studio where the business side of their work is handled by others, most artists
need to know how to sell and market themselves or their studio. Artists who make and
sell their own work need to understand that they are running a small business. Artists in
small studios often find themselves involved in the sales and marketing oftheir studio's
work and often times, the accounting and purchasing as well.
Many artists have said that they feel art schools and art departments neglect discussing
the importance of understanding business by assuming that students would pick up
business skills in some other department. Those who are successful 
- 
certainly those I
interviewed for this study 
- 
told me that they pick up those skills on their own. One
wonders how many artists are held back or are discouraged and pursue other careers
because of their lack of business knowledge.
Artists and designers also emphasized how important it is for students to meet
professionals who work in the visual arts. They offered many suggestions as to how this
can be done. Arranging to bring artists into class to speak and answer questions is one of
the easiest ways to do this. Several artists I interviewed have said that they enjoy
speaking to students and often go to classes both in high school and in colleges. In
addition, going to studios and visiting artists at the places where they work is important
for students. This helps students see first-hand what the artist does and how they make
their living.
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Visiting museums and seeing art installations is another way to expose students to the
works of real artists. Finally, and perhaps the most difficult (but certainly the most
beneficial to students), help arrange internships or work experiences for students with
professional artists. There is no better way to learn than to experience work in a real
environment nor is there any hetter way to help students discern whether art is a career
path they wish to pursue.
As a final note, it is my hope that this research project udll fill in some of the gaps
missing from the Minnesota State Standards in Art Education. The standards stress the
importance of providing a quality education in art; one that challenges students'
understanding of world art history and provides them with hands-on art experiences. It is
my intention that this project will help bring clarity to the disciplines and skills that art
students need in order to become successful if they desire to pursue a career in the visual
arts. It is also my desire that schools will take note of the economic importance of art
education as well as its aesthetic importance when setting their budgetary and program
priorities.
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Chapter 6
JOURNAL
This study offered me an opportunity to meet and discuss art education with professional
artists. All of the artists and designers interviewed had strong opinions about the subject
and the interviews were often lively and flowed easily.
One of the most interesting parts of this study was visiting artists' studios and seeing
what artists do for a living. I often found myself wishing that I could take students on the
same tours that I was taking. It was little wonder to me that so many of the artists I
interviewed encouraged teachers to introduce students to real artists and arrange for them
to tour their studios.
I also felt that this experience helped define for me what I should include in the
curriculum of my own classes. Much of what they said were things that I already knew,
such as the emphasis on drawing orthe need to expose students to a wide range of art
classes. This I know from my own art education. I was interested to hear, however, the
importance that professional artists placed on approaching art as a business. I know from
my own art education that this component was missing. Artists felt that at some point in a
student's art education, the business of art needs to be addressed, even if this means
saying to kids "lf you want to make a profession out ofthe art we are learning, it would
behoove you to do well in matlr, learn to write well and take some business classes while
you can" (Participant #8).
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The interview experience also impressed on me how important good art teachers were in
the lives of the artists I interviewed. So many of them encouraged me and told me how
one or two art teachers that they had in high school influenced them. Some of them told
me that if they did not have that one teacher who showed them how exciting art was and
that they could make a living doing it, they would not have pursued art at all. They
hoped to impress upon me that there is so much that I can do in the lives of so many
young people and not to let myself ever get discouraged. One artist shared a story with
me of how he discovered art and how it became a transforming force in his life. He told
me
I personally was fond of playing hooky in school and after a while I started hiding
out in the Detroit Institute of Art which is a really good art museum. I learned
very quickly that I would never be caught by the truant officers if I would play
hooky there because it would be the last place they would look. To cover my ass I
bought some sticks of charcoal and some drawing pads and I thought "This is
really cool, I'm going to get in free because I'm a kid and I will just carry my
drawing pad around and occasionally draw a sculpture. If anyone comes around,
at least I will have a reason for being there. And the place began to soak in on me.
I began to see the wonderful world of the classic form. And also to really get
saturated with the idea that things of excellence are to he honored and venerated
in that place. There was one particular artist whose works are in that museum 
-
Diego Rivera. His works, although they were huge in scope, depicted very
humble people like factory workers. His work showed how these people were
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ground up in this huge industrial machine in the power and wealth of American
Industrialism. And I'm twelve years old looking at these images and zombie-like
characters and it occurs to me that these look just like the people that I see on the
bus coming home from the night shift. It started to occur to me that this artist,
Rivera, could really tell the truth about social conditions and philosophical and
ethical conditions and not only was he highly paid for it, but his work was
carefully preserved and honored in a magnificent building where thousands of
people came to see it. It impressed the tiving hell out of me that artists could tell
the real truth and get away with it. That had a huge influence on me
(Participant #5).
Art can move people and can even tell the real truth and get away with it. Art can also
offer people with a passion for it the opportunity to make a life creating wonderful things
and enriching the lives of others. It is important that our schools continue the education of
tomorrow's artists and designers. Theywill have an irnpact on our emnomy and our
culture. They will play an important role in forming our future world. Best of all they will
be full participants in life.
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